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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

1 U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
   Learn about the United States: quick civics lessons.
   1 booklet 16 p., 1 sound disc (77 min.) : ill. 27cm.
   JK1758 .L32 2009

2 McCormick, Harvey L
   Social security claims and procedures.
   KF3649 .M27 2009

ANIMAL LAW – SEE – OTHER AREAS OF LAW

ANTITRUST AND TRADE REGULATION

3 Antitrust litigation best practices : leading lawyers on developing a defense strategy, evaluating settlement opportunities, and avoiding common client mistakes.
   KF1649 .A754 2008

BIOGRAPHY – SEE – LEGAL PROFESSION, HISTORY, ETHICS AND EDUCATION

BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS LAW

4 Harris, Lee, 1978-
   Mastering corporations and other business entities.
   KF1355 .H37 2009

5 Model nonprofit corporation act : official text with official comments and statutory cross-references adopted August 2008.
   Chicago : Section of Business Law, American Bar Association, c2008.
   3rd ed. 1 v. (various pagings) 23 cm.
   KF1388 .M627 2008

6 Securities investigations : internal, civil and criminal.
   KF1440 .S438 2008-

CIVIL PROCEDURE

7 Waas, Laura van, 1981-
   Nationality matters : statelessness under international law.
   K7128.S7 W33 2008
8  Brown, James J. (James Joseph), 1944-  
  *Judgment enforcement.*  
  KF9025 .B762 2009-

9  Wisotsky, Steven  
  *Professional judgment on appeal: bringing and opposing appeals.*  
  KF9050 .W57 2009

**CIVIL RIGHTS**

10  *United States Commission on Civil Rights: reports on Asian Pacific Americans.*  
    Buffalo, N.Y.: W.S. Hein, 2005. 4 v.: ill.  23 cm.  
    KF47575.S.A75 U55 2005

**COMMERCIAL LAW**

11  *Credit market and subprime distress: responding to legal issues.*  
    New York City: Practising Law Institute, c2008-. v. (loose-leaf)  26 cm.  
    KF1050 .C74 2008-

12  Bartell, Laura B  
    *A guide to the judicial management of bankruptcy mega-cases.*  
    KF1527 .B37 2009

**CONFLICT OF LAWS – SEE – CIVIL PROCEDURE**

**CONSTITUTIONAL LAW**

13  United States Commission on Civil Rights  
    *Enforcing religious freedom in prison.*  
    xiv, 212 p.: ill.  28 cm. + 1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.).  
    KF4783 .U545 2008

14  Whiting, William, 1813-1873  
    *War powers under the Constitution of the United States.*  
    KF5060 .W55 2002
### CRIMINAL LAW

15. *Substantive and procedural aspects of international criminal law: the experience of international and national courts.*  
*K5000 .S83 2000*

16. Mettraux, Guénaël  
*The law of command responsibility.*  
*K5301 .M485 2009*

### CRIMINAL PROCEDURE – SEE – CRIMINAL LAW

### DOMESTIC RELATIONS

17. Packard, E. P. W. (Elizabeth Parsons Ware), 1816-1897  
*Marital power exemplified in Mrs. Packard's trial; by Mrs. E. P. W. Packard, with a new introduction by Jenni Parrish.*  
*KF228.P3 P33 1994*

18. Price, Margaret S  
*Special needs child and divorce: a practical guide to evaluating and handling cases.*  
*KF547 .P73 2009*

### EDUCATION LAW

Horsham, Pa.: LRP Publications, 2008. 1 v. (various pagings) : forms 28 cm.  
*KF4209.3 .I34 2008*

### EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW

*KF3319.B87 W33*

21. Babitsky, Steven  
*Understanding the AMA guides in workers' compensation.*  
*KF3615 .B23 2008*
ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

22  Rue, Colin M. de la
 _Shipping and the environment : law and practice_.
 K3590.4 .R83 2009

23  Bagenstos, Samuel R
 _Law and the contradictions of the disability rights movement_.
 New Haven : Yale University Press, c2009. xii, 228 p.  25 cm.
 KF480 .B345 2009

24  Schweik, Susan M. (Susan Marie), 1956-
 _The ugly laws : disability in public_.
 KF480 .S39 2009

25  Wester-Mittan, Candle M
 _Physician-assisted death : four views on the issue of legalizing PAD : a legal research guide_.
 KF3827.E87 W47 2009

EUROPEAN UNION – see – INTERNATIONAL LAW

HUMAN RIGHTS

26  Jeangène Vilmer, Jean-Baptiste
 _Réparer l'irréparable : les réparations aux victimes devant la cour pénale internationale_.
 K3236 .J422 2009

IMMIGRATION LAW – see – ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INSURANCE – see – REGULATED INDUSTRIES

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

27  _The interface between intellectual property rights and competition policy_.
 K1401 .I574 2007

28  _Patent law and theory : a handbook of contemporary research_.
 K1505 .P37 2008
29  Securing intellectual property: protecting trade secrets and other information assets.
   xvii, 270 p. : ill., forms 24 cm.
   KF2979 .S43 2009

30  Troxel, Richard B
   Assets and finances: calculating intellectual property damages.
   [Eagan, Minn.]: West, a Thomson Reuters Business, c2009.
   2009 ed. 1 v. (various pagings) 23 cm.
   KF2983 .T75 2009

31  Durham, Alan L., 1963-
   KF3114.3 .D87 2009

32  Kaye Scholer LLP
   Pharmaceutical and biotech patent law.
   New York, N.Y.: Practising Law Institute, c2008-. 1 v. (loose-leaf) 26 cm.
   KF3133.B56 S46 2008-

INTERNATIONAL LAW

33  50 years of the European treaties: looking back and thinking forward.
   KJE958 .F53 2009

34  Understanding EU consumer law.
   KJE6577 .U53 2009

35  Joyner, Daniel
   International law and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
   KZ5675 .J69 2009

JURISPRUDENCE

36  Benítez, Alberto Manuel
   An introduction to the United States legal system: cases and comments.
   KF385.A4 B454 2006
LAW AND ECONOMICS

37 Pelá¡ez, Carlos Manuel
Globalization and the state.
JZ1318 .P427 2008

LAW RELATED MATERIALS

38 Amazing grace;[videorecording].
Widescreen version. 1 videodisc (118 min.) : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
RES HT1162 .A76 2007

39 The first Monday in October, 2008;[DVD videorecording].
+ 1 Booklet ( 40 p.  27 cm.).
RES KF9756 .F57 2008

40 The notebooks of memory;[DVD videorecording].
RES KTD454 .A33 2009

41 Paths of glory;[DVD videorecording].
RES PN1995.9.W3 P38 1999

42 United States. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Columbia crew survival investigation report.
Houston, Tex. : National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, 2008. 1 v. (various pagings) : ill. (some col.)  28 cm.
TL867 .C66 2008

LEGAL PROFESSION, HISTORY, ETHICS AND EDUCATION

43 2007-08 National Appellate Advocacy Competition championship round;[electronic resource].
Chicago, IL American Bar Association, Law Student Division., c2008.
1 DVD-ROM : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
RES KF281.A2 N38 2008

44 Marquette University. Law School
Jenkins competition;[DVD videorecording].
Milwaukee, Wis. : Marquette University Law School,, videodisc : sd., col.  4 3/4 in.
RES KF281.M37 J45
45  Schwartz, Michael Hunter  
*Expert learning for law students.*  
**KF283 .S39 2008**

46  Careers in tax law : perspectives on the tax profession and what it holds for you.  
Chicago : American Bar Association, Taxation, c2009. xvi, 292  23 cm.  
**KF299.T3 C37 2009**

47  *Addressing a client's litigation issues : leading lawyers on educating clients, managing expectations, and developing a case strategy.*  
**KF311 .A93 2008**

48  Ebbott, John F  
*Forty years of equal justice with Legal Action of Wisconsin : a history.*  
[Milwaukee, Wis.? : Legal Action of Wisconsin, 2009]. 76 p.  28 cm.  
**KF337.W58 E23 2009**

49  Julien and Virginia Cornell Library  
*A tribute to James L. Oakes and guide to the Oakes papers held in the archives of Vermont Law School.*  
**KF373.O24 J84 2007**

50  Del Ponte, Carla  
*Madame Prosecutor : confrontations with humanity's worst criminals and the culture of impunity : a memoir.*  
**KKW110.D45 A3 2009**

**OTHER AREAS OF LAW**

51  *The Fetha nagast = The Law of the kings.*  
**BX141 .F4713 2009**

52  *The Annual Thomas More Studies conference.*  
[S.l. : s.n.]. v.  28 cm.  
**DA334.M8 T456**

53  *Litigating animal law disputes.*  
Chicago : Tort Trial & Insurance Practice Section, American Bar Association, c2009. xxi, 584 p. : forms  23 cm.  
**KF390.5.A5 L58 2009**
PERIODICALS AND LAW REVIEWS

54  Drexel law review.
    Philadelphia, Pa. : Drexel University Earle Mack School of Law, c2009-.
    v. 26 cm;Semiannual;Vol. 1, no. 1 (winter/spring 2009)-.
    PER

PRACTICE AIDS

55  Oates, Laurel Currie, 1951-
    Just research.
    RES KF240 .O18 2009

56  Sloan, Amy E., 1964-
    Basic legal research : tools and strategies.
    RES KF240 .S56 2009

57  Bouchoux, Deborah E., 1950-
    KF250 .B68 2009

58  Kimble, Joseph
    Lifting the fog of legalese : essays on plain language.
    KF250 .K53 2006

PROPERTY (PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)

59  Barnes, Richard, 1972-
    Property rights and natural resources.
    K3478 .B38 2009

REGULATED INDUSTRIES

60  New Appleman insurance law practice guide.
    KF1164 .A772 2008

RELIGIOUS LAW – SEE – OTHER AREAS OF LAW
WOMEN AND THE LAW

61 Feminist legal studies: critical concepts in law.
K349 .F456 2009

If you are interested in having any of the titles that appear on this Acquisitions List routed to you, please contact Robin.cork@mu.edu.